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Abstract This paper describes a strategy for modelling overdispersion in survey data
concerning marginal ranking variables. We assume that ordinal data have been gen-
erated by a mixture distribution, defined asCUBE model, where a specific parame-
ter explains a possible presence of overdispersion. Asymptotic likelihood methods
will be applied for efficient statistical inference. The method is primarily motivated
and then implemented by a sample on the emergencies in a metropolitan area. The
proposed model improves both fitting and interpretation forthe social and urban
problems involved.
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1 Introduction

Overdispersion is fairly common in categorical data analysis and it is generally asso-
ciated with Poisson, multinomial and other exponential family models. McCullagh
and Nelder [13] remarked that it is generally convenient to assume that overdisper-
sion is present to some extent unless the data or prior information suggest otherwise.

Single-parameter distributions, in which the variance is afunction of the mean
value, often do not fit well since observed data require more involved parameteriza-
tions. In fact, the residual variation, beyond that predicted by the mean, is so large
that no model but the saturated one appears to fit the data [6];[3].

Generally, overdispersion can be due to design effects, hidden clusters, inter-
viewer effects, number of modalities for each response or, more generally, to the
absence of relevant predictors in the model which do not present correlation with
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the included ones. Whatever be the underlying cause, overdispersion can be repre-
sented either by a positive correlation between the responses or by variation in the
response probabilities.

There is an extensive literature that considers how to adjust the variance of an
estimator to account for the sampling design [1]. It assumesa general form for
the variance function by including additional parameters or implementing a two-
stage model for the response in which the basic response model parameter has some
distribution [5].

Thus, we focus on general problems where overdispersion might arise because
of the absence of relevant predictors that could account forthe additional source of
random variability, for reasons related to scale usage heterogeneity [4]; [17] or for a
subjective interpretation of the wording of modalities [2].

When data derive from rating or ranking responses it is possible to assume a finite
mixture distribution [9] since this random variable more reasonably may emulate the
generating process of respondents when respondents selecta score or a position.

This class of models allows to put ordinal data in a more general framework [9].
In fact, the approach we will adopt is quite different from the standard one since
the overdispersion is ascribed to a variability among the personal feeling of each
respondent [12]. As a consequence, this extra-variabilityis not necessary generated
by a difference among clusters.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a new mixture model for
the overdispersion in ordinal data. Some inferential issues were reported in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4 we summarise empirical results for diagnostic assessment of
overdispersion models and compare them with a standard framework. A discussion
concludes the paper.

2 Overdispersion in a finite mixture model

Our framework interprets an ordinal response as a random variableR generated by
the combination of afeelingcomponent towards the item and anuncertaintycaused
by the modality to submit the survey (CUB model: [15, 11, 8]). If we further assume
that each respondent changes the way by which he/she choosesthe category (among
mgiven ordinal alternatives), then the feeling component may be conveniently mod-
elled as a Beta Binomial random variable. This approach implies that the parameter
p of the Binomial component hasa priori distribution over 0< p < 1. This extra
assumption solves in a very flexible distribution with respect to location, variability
and shape. Notice that aCUBE model solves in aCUB model if overdispersion is
absent. In this way, we are introducing a more general class which encompasses the
previous one.

Formally, aCUBE (Combination ofUniform andBeta Binomial) random variable
has the following probability mass function:

Pr(R= r) = π βer(ξ ,φ)+ (1−π)Ur , r = 1,2, . . . ,m, (1)
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whereβer(ξ ,φ) has been specified by:

βer(ξ ,φ) =
(

m−1
r −1

)

r

∏
k=1

[1− ξ +φ(k−1)]
m−r+1

∏
k=1

[ξ +φ(k−1)]

[1− ξ +φ(r −1)] [ξ +φ(m− r)]
m−1

∏
k=1

[1+φ(k−1)]

,

whereasUr = 1/m,∀ r, is the discrete Uniform random variable. The parameter vec-
tor θ = (π ,ξ ,φ)′ belongs to the parameter space

Ω(θ) = {(π ,ξ ,φ) : 0< π ≤ 1; 0< ξ < 1;0≤ φ < ∞}.

The variance of aCUBE distribution increases withφ (andπ) by a quantity which,
ceteris paribus, is maximized whenξ = 1/2. Otherwise, whenξ → 0 or ξ → 1 the
overdispersion effect tends to disappear [10].

A CUB model(φ = 0) is nested into aCUBE model(φ > 0). Thus, we could
exploit the unit square for representing both models;CUB models are shown as
points in correspondence with(π ,ξ ) whereasCUBE models maybe represented by
means of points whose size is proportional toφ .

A CUBE model allows for the inclusion of covariates for each latentcomponent
(feeling, uncertainty, overdispersion). For this purpose, we assume aT matrix of
observedk covariates and a logistic link among the parameters and the subject co-
variates [16]. For the overdispersion parameter, for instance, we have:

φi = 1/[1+exp(−tiα)] ; i = 1,2, . . . ,n.

3 Inferential issues

For a sample of ordinal datar = (r1, r2, . . . , rn)
′, the log-likelihood function is:

ℓ(θ) =
n

∑
i=1

log

{

π
[

βer i (ξ ,φ)−
1
m

]

+
1
m

}

, (2)

and all inferential issues are derived by the maximum likelihood approach. The
estimation process relies on the EM algorithm which is characterized by an almost
sure convergence process [14].

Local and global validation measures are necessary for cheeking the usefulness
of the estimated model. According to [3] and [18], it is possible to discover several
other approaches to detect the overdispersion; some of themcould be implemented
for this mixture allowing for a better analysis of the validation step.

For measuring global fitting we usually implement a normalized fitting measure
I [7]. It is obtained by comparing the estimatedsaturatedlog-likelihood of aCUBE

model (ℓsat) and the log-likelihood of an uninformative model (ℓ0). In addition, we
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also compute the indexF 2 which compares observed relative frequenciesfr and
expected probabilitiespr(θ̂):

I =
ℓ(θ̂)− ℓ0

ℓsat− ℓ0
; F

2 = 1−
1
2

m

∑
r=1

| fr − pr(θ̂) | .

Finally, we consider the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) as a further index
for comparing models.

4 Some empirical evidence

We will check the usefulness of the proposed mixture on a realcase study.
During several years, a sample has been selected in order to comparatively rank

the mainm= 9 emergencies perceived by people living in the metropolitan area of
Naples. They are listed as:CLI=political patronage and corruption; CRI=organized
crime; DIS=unemployment; INQ=envi-ronmental pollution;MAL=public health
shortcomings; MIC=petty crimes; IMM= immigration; PUL= streets cleanness and
waste disposal; TRA=traffic and local transport.

Since the vector of ranks expressed by a single respondent isa collection of non-
independent observations, we consider the marginal distribution of a given emer-
gency as ordinal variable to be modelled byCUBE random variables. In fact, the
marginal ranking is a rated evaluation of the personal worry: a low ranking position
of an item implies a serious worry about it, and vice versa.

Thefeelingparameterξ measures the perceived risk for each emergency whereas
the uncertainty in the responses is summarised by(1− π) parameter. Finally, the
parameterφ expresses the level of overdispersion of the responses.

In the following, we first analyse the data for the waves 2004,2007 and then we
will check the time stability of the responses during the waves 2004-2007.

4.1 Overdispersion for the wave 2004

We first consider all the items for the Emergency data set of the 2004 wave. Thus,
we would consider the effect of overdispersion parameter onthe displacement of
both uncertainty and feeling. Results may be assessed in a single picture by plotting
in the parameter space(π ,ξ ) all the estimatedCUB andCUBE models and, then, by
denoting the shift induced on these parameters when the estimatedφ is significant.
The size of the points is proportional to the value ofφ̂ .

Figure 1 shows that aCUBE model is better than aCUB one for 6 out of 9 items.
In fact, the representation supports significant overdispersion for those emergencies
which are located at the extreme of the worry scale; on the contrary, problems lo-
cated as intermediate (CLI, MAL, PUL) are well fitted byCUB models. Specifically,
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Fig. 1 Visualization ofCUB (bullet) andCUBE models (circle) for Emergency (2004 wave). The
amount of overdispersion is related to the dimension of circle. On the left is possible to notice
the reduction of uncertainty in the same responses for the additional introduction of the parameter
which captures overdispersion.

“Immigration” (which is registered as the last in the ranking) requires an overdis-
persion parameter as large asφ = 0.251. A close examination of this data discloses
more carefully the significant improvement achieved by the introduction of the pa-
rameterφ (the Pearson fitting measureX2 reduces from 45.583 to 6.3061).

This empirical analysis confirms the role ofφ in our modelling framework. When
people have a definite opinion (as it mostly manifests itselfwhen emergencies are
considered as extreme in the scale) the selection of a modality happens with con-
stant probability since it is oriented with high confidence towards the largest or the
smallest categories of the scale. On the contrary, when people rank a problem as
intermediate the assessment of probability of selecting a given category is not so
resolute.

For this data set, the addedφ parameter improves the flexibility of the main-
tained distribution although it is not strictly related to areal “overdispersion” of
the observed distributions. In fact, the variance of the observed rankings is regu-
larly smaller than the average; thus, any standard test should reject the presence of
overdispersion.

4.2 Overdispersion for the wave 2007

In this subsection we perform another aspect of overdispersion related to the de-
sign effect. Specifically, the sample size of this survey hasbeen increased during the
waves: fromn= 354 (wave 2004) andn= 419 (wave 2006) up ton= 2381 (wave
2007). This circumstance suggests an high variability among responses of the last
wave and, in fact, we found the significance of the extra-parameterφ in all the per-
ceived emergencies, with the exception ofPUL, as reported in Table 1: the first and
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second rows are referred to estimatedCUB and CUBE models, respectively. No-
tice that, when significant, the estimatedφ range in[0.13, 0.38]; its role is relevant
in lowering an undue uncertainty (expressed by a smallerπ) but also in partially
modifying the feeling parameter.

Generally, the reduction of uncertainty due to overdispersion underlines the role
of heterogeneity for the standard framework and the abilityof the Beta Binomial
component to capture such a variability.

Table 1 EstimatedCUB andCUBE models for the wave 2007

Emergencies π̂ ξ̂ φ̂ LRT BIC F 2 I

CLI 0.350 0.679 10236.1 0.954 0.892
CLI 0.538 0.645 0.132 27.452 10216.4 0.988 0.993

CRI 0.689 0.918 8174.1 0.895 0.932
CRI 0.849 0.863 0.193 166.958 8014.9 0.990 0.999

DIS 0.525 0.809 9796.1 0.859 0.737
DIS 0.910 0.708 0.256 229.615 9574.3 0.968 0.985

INQ 0.411 0.348 10169.2 0.930 0.822
INQ 0.730 0.383 0.173 62.119 10114.8 0.983 0.987

MAL 0.399 0.544 10206.4 0.958 0.898
MAL 0.694 0.533 0.149 28.151 10186.1 0.985 0.991

MIC 0.517 0.707 9937.7 0.902 0.816
MIC 0.781 0.651 0.135 75.707 9869.7 0.947 0.930

IMM 0.498 0.087 9312.8 0.845 0.774
IMM 0.945 0.241 0.380 315.943 9004.7 0.959 0.984

PUL 0.480 0.279 9955.2 0.954 0.945
PUL 0.505 0.286 0.017 1.435 9961.6 0.955 0.948

TRA 0.702 0.124 8651.5 0.895 0.926
TRA 0.849 0.171 0.145 143.782 8515.5 0.986 0.999

Table 1 confirms that in all cases, except forPUL, CUBE models improve the
fitting measures by a significant amount.

4.3 Time stability of marginal rankings

We will check if the expressed worry is stable during the waves of 2004, 2006 and
2007 by considering models without and with an overdispersion parameter. Specif-
ically, we do not linger on the details of the several estimated models because in a
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large majority of casesCUBE models are preferable to a simplerCUB model. Thus,
we summarize the main results in a graphical way.

In this regard, if we estimateCUB models to the marginal ranking of the emer-
gencies (Figure 2, left panel), we register a strong constancy over time of the ranked
items (a modest exception isTRA) according to a general pattern.

On the contrary, if we estimateCUBE models and we represent them in the same
parameter space, we get a different picture (Figure 2, rightpanel). It seems that most
of the uncertainty shown in these waves is indeed the consequence of an ubiquitous
overdispersion, as already discussed in the previous subsection.
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Fig. 2 CUB andCUBE models for all Emergencies and waves: 2004 (blue), 2006 (green) and 2007
(red) waves. There is a regular increase of the uncertainty component of the responses even if the
amount of worry does not change in a significant measure (leftpanel). Notice the different patterns
of CUBE models -circle size is proportional tôφ (right panel).

5 Discussion

In this paper we described a strategy for adjusting for overdispersion in surveys
concerning ordinal data. We motivated a finite mixture distribution where the Beta
Binomial replaces the shifted Binomial introduced in the commonCUB framework.
The maximum likelihood approach with common fitting measures has been reported
to underline the improvement of the additional parameterφ as in the above men-
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tioned case study. It captures the extra-variability motivated not only by sampling
design or probability of responses but also by the structureof the scale.

Generalizations in several directions could be obtained. Acomparison with the
standard models for detecting overdispersion represents the first aim of future anal-
yses.
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